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ABSTRACT 
Rotating fluidized coal combustion was analyzed 
parametrically from two different viewpoint*!.  First, 
studies were made of the therrr.odynamic aspects of coal 
combustion subject to restraints of satisfactory removal 
of sulfur by limestone for applications requiring pressure 
ranges from . lOllj. to 1.115 MPa absolute.  For a given 
coal analysis, air-fuel ratio and percent excess air are 
plotted for both steam and liquid water addition to the 
combustion chamber as a function of operating temperature. 
The adiabatic combustion requires such large amounts of 
excess air to keep temperatures within reasonable limits 
that water (for its latent heat of vaporization) and 
steam (whose heat capacity is nearly twice that of air) 
injection become  attractive options when considering 
reactant and product gas handling problems. 
Secondly, the fluid mechanics of rotating fluidized 
beds is examined by noting the effect on gas exit 
velocity, power input and output, stability, superficial 
velocity, bed and freeboard pressure drops, size of 
stagnant core radius, gas residence time and boundary 
layer interaction parameter with changes in operating 
pressure, geometry, particle size, and effective gravity. 
The graphical results of this computer program warn 
of potentially unsatisfactory designs and, at the same 
-1- 
time, point to configurations which appear attractive 
from an analytical point of view. A combustor capable of 
producing 100 MW thermal is chosen as a reference point 
upon which a parametric perturbation analysis is built. 
The specifications of this reference design are as 
follows: 
Outside radius 1*5214. m 
Bed thickness «305 » 
Gas exit radius 1.067 m 
Combustor height 2.286 m 
Effective gravity 2$ 
Rotational speed 108.3 r/min. 
Lime particle diameter .OO63I4. m 
Operating temperature IU1I4." K 
Operating pressure .IOH4. MPa 
-2- 
1.   INTRODUCTION 
With the advent of rising oil and gas prices, coal 
has come to the forefront of energy developmental efforts. 
Techniques such as liquefaction, gasification and 
solvent refining are being investigated to make coal a 
cleaner more attractive fuel in a growing, energy-hungry 
economy.  One additional technique, fluidized bed com- 
bustion, has been investigated extensively by organiza- 
tions such as Pope, Evans and Robblna, Westinghouse, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and Exxon (1)*. 
Fluidized beds can circumvent the need for extensive 
preprocessing of coal required in liquefaction, gasifica- 
tion, and solvent refining operations where direct 
combustion is a viable alternative source of energy. 
Since fluidized beds are excellent chemical reactors, a 
technology is available whereby high sulfur coal can be 
burned in the presence of limestone.  Most of the sulfur 
reacts with CaC03 to form CaSO^ with little SO2 being 
liberated to the atmosphere as stack gas.  A number of 
investigators have performed experiments which show this 
technique to be a viable option. 
However, fluidized beds have been typically operated 
only under the influence of the earth's gravitational 
field. For the case of minimum fluidization, the heat 
*Numbers in parenthesis indicate references. 
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release rate is limited by the air flow which Just 
supports the particulate bed weight; that is the pressure 
drop through the bed is sufficient to hold the bed 
material suspended in the fluidizing air.  Incroasod 
thermal output is possible by passing to larger and 
larger artificial gravitational fields.  The bed "weight* 
will increase and at the same time higher air velocities 
will be needed to fluidize the particles subject to this 
new field.  These higher velocities can be translated 
into increased air and coal flow rates with an increased 
pressure drop needed to support the bed. 
Rotation is a convenient solution to the problem of 
finding a variable artificial gravitational field.  Brook- 
haven National Laboratory performed several experiments 
for space applications using rotating fluidized beds for 
NASA during the early 1970's (2, 3)«  for example, con- 
sider the familiar solid body rotation, where centripital 
acceleration varies as the square of the angular velocity 
according to equation 1: 
a =J\2  r (1) 
While the model of a rotating fluidized bed com- 
bustor to be presented in Chapter 3 is much more compli- 
cated than the sample illustration above, the foundations 
have been developed for the notion of a rotating 
fluidized bed combustor utilizing limestone as a sulfur 
-fc- 
sorbent.  The remainder of this thesis examines 1) the 
fluid mechanics and 2) the thermodynamics of such a system 
by developing a parametric analysis of the important vari- 
ables governing the operational characteristics of the 
combustor model to isolate possible instabilities or 
other undesirable operating regimes. 
The first ta3k seeks to characterize the combustion 
of coal from an analytical first law standpoint.  The 
equations in Chapter 2* were computerized on a CDC 6^00 
and rosults will be displayed mostly in a graphical 
form.  Chapter 3 describes the fluid mechanics of the 
combustor which were again computerized and graphically 
displayed. 
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2.   FIRST LAW ANALYSTS OP TH« ROTATING GOMPUSTOR 
2.1.  Choice of Control Volumes 
In solving fluid mechanics and thermodynamic problems, 
it is useful to choose the appropriate control volunos. 
It will be necessary to examine two control volumes to 
obtain the desired relations between the energy content 
of the combustion products leaving the combustion 
chamber to those reactants entering.  A schematic of the 
system to be examined is shown in Figure 1.  Control 
Volume A will first be examined briefly and then the 
major part of the Chapter will be centered on a thermo- 
dynamic evaluation of A and B together (connected by the 
link as shown in Figure 1.) 
2.2.  Calculation of Compressor Power Input 
For the compressor in control volume A, it is 
assumed that air enters at atmospheric temperature (298°K) 
and     pressure (.lOllj. MPa) and is compressed adia- 
batically to some pressure ?^  and temperature To  before 
entering the combustion chamber in a steady state steady 
flow process.  The work of compression can be calculated 
from the reversible adiabatic gas law PV^ = constant and 
the following property (1, ij.) 
TdS « dH - VdP (2) 
-6- 
For an isentropic process this equation simplifies to 
dH = VdP.  Then substitute for V in the adiabatic caa law 
P1V1 
V = P   I (3) 
and integrate the following expression to obtain 
(dH)8=  P1V1  dP 
nl/k (k) 
(H2-H!)=/k    \r{'\  (P^k-P^> 
■fe) 
fe) 
PlV! :-D/k 
-1 
(5) 
(6) 
After combining the last equation with the ideal gas law 
PV = RT, the isentropic enthalpy rise may be written as 
(H^-HJL)  = /k \RT1 
(k-fl/k flA       -1 
^
pl 
(7) 
The actual work supplied to the adiabatic compressor 
comes from the first law for a steady state steady flow 
adiabatic process. 
-P  = (H -H )       A_ 
com   2  1 actual rzrr MW 
(8) 
where kinetic potential energy terms have been neglected. 
A correction for nonlaontropic processes may be made 
by including a compression efficiency (5) 
-7- 
(FI2-Hl)acbual 
(9) 
After making these substitutions, the actual energy 
supplied to the compressor as work input to raise the air 
pressure from P-^ to P2 becomes 
com -m W 
(k  )RT 
1 
(10) 
This  relation  can be  further  simplified by  the  rela- 
tions     k=Cp/Cv  and   Cp-Cv   =R/MW   (5*6). 
kR       «   /Cp\   R = Cp fcy R 
^       Wj (VGvJ - 1       cv (^"v/ 
=  Cp MW 
(ID 
(12) 
The compression work simplifies to 
r    (k-])/k ~ 
Pcom = =i-Cp ?1 (pf)     -1 (13) 
where Tx is taken to be 298° K. 
Alternatively, one could have obtained the same 
expression using (5) 
(H2-H!) - MW Cp (T2-Ti) , (Ik) 
the ideal gas law and the adiabatic expansion PV^ = P^VT^ 
Instead, one can use the expression above to solve for 
the inlet temperature to the combustor as 
T2   -^IH2-H1J   1        ♦  T1# (15) !AH2J2IL1       + l# 
\CP  MW      ) a 
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However,   wator   is   Vfiry   often   present   in   th>j   <i .losiihere   as 
humidity.     Any  water vmpor   in   the    'orm  of  humi/iity  will 
be   compressed  with  the   air  and   should  be   accounted.     The 
work done   in  compressing wat'jr  vopor  from  P-^   to  Pp   is 
Pcom H20= zhdi) S>H20T1   ff£j k-l     • (16) 
Since  both  gasea  must  be   in   thermal  equilibrium after 
compression,   their  common   temperature   can  be   comouted  as 
follows: 
Poom  a     +pcom H20 = ma     Gpe      (T2-ri)   + 
^oCp^VV W) 
-»a   (Gpa   +  CPH20) (W        (l8) 
or after solving for T2 
T2 = (Pcon air +pcw H20>   + ?1 (19) 
K        l°7a       + CPH20> 
2.3« Determination of Compressor Pressure 
A question then arises as to the proper choice of 
pcom»  Ifc ^3 easier to look at the equipment downstream of 
the combustor to decide upon the value of Pop.  For 
example, if a gas turbine is being utilized, Pop will 
probably be in the neighborhood of 1.12 MPa while for a 
simple Rankine cycle, P  will probably be no more than 
op 
.203 MPa. 
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Over   the   ran^o   of   inherent   (.101^   MPa   to   1.120  MPa 
and   290°   K   to   12(0°   K),   air   tehavea   83   an   i':';.i   fy.a   (3D. 
The   compressit.ili Ly   factor  p;.iven  by   ffohsenow  and    'artnott 
(7)   varies  from  1.0003*4.   to  I.OO3I4.8  over   the  probable 
operating  pressures   and   tenpersi tures.     A   larger  error 
compared  with  air  compressibility  occurs  due   to 
variation   of   specific   heat  with   temperature.     For  steam 
there   is  a   10.5$  variation  in   specific  h~at   over   the 
temperature   range.     Air  exhibits  a   6% variation  over   the 
same   temperature   range   (6,8).     Therefore   the   ideal  gas 
law 
P = R T (20) 
/ p MVI 
can be used successfully to predict air density as a 
function of operating te-npere ture and pressure.  For some 
situations, the oressure drop across the fluidized bed is 
significant.  For these cases, an average density in the 
ted becomes the pertinent quantity. 
For a given combustor application whether it be used 
for process heat or g<as turbine power production, the 
required operating pressure will be specified at the 
combustion gas e>it.  The compressor exit pressure can be 
computed as the sum of the operating pressure and the 
pressure drops occurring through the combustor.  The 
results of this analysis indicate (see Figure 20) that 
-10- 
the   freeboard  prea   ure   drop   is   negligible   cc•:•>'■■ ran   with 
the   bed   pressure   drop   clono   to   minimum   fluidizntion 
conditions.     Therefore   the   overage   pressure   used   to  cal- 
culate   air  density   is   an   averse   of   the   compressor  exit 
pressure  and   the   operating pressure. 
P  =  Pcom   +   Pop (2D 
 -2  
=  P        + AP„   +   P (22) op B op \<^c-1 
" 
Pop *^B/2 (23) 
The analysis has also neglected  the pressure drop 
occurring within the frit because its value varies 
according to design.  As a rough estimate, the frit 
pressure drop can be taken as one tenth of the bed pressure 
drop which is roughly equivalent to the freeboard pressure 
drop.  However an iterative solution ia required since the 
bed pressure drop ia itself a function of the air density. 
3valuation of the appropriate temperature to be 
substituted into equation 20 requires several assumptions. 
Tt is assumed that the air entering the combustion chamber 
ia heated to the operating temperature in a very thin 
region next to the outer v/all of the adiabatic comtustor. 
Therefore the appropriate temperature ia that of the op- 
erating temperature at the combustor exit.  The bed then 
must be the site of comnlete combustion with little 
-11- 
burning of carbonaceous pnrticulates in the freeboard 
rogion RS has te»n 'ound in some systems.  following 
those assumntions, the appropriate gas density cnn be 
commuted from the average pressure in the fluidized bed 
and from the specified operating temperature. 
The previous expressions and equation 18 complete 
the analysis for control volume A and it is now possible 
to evaluate energies for trie larger control volume, A 
and B together.  However, it is first necessary to deter- 
mine an intermediate result, the enthalpy of coal per 
kilogram. 
2.i|.. Determination of Enthalpy of Coal From Constant 
Volume Bomb Calorime try 
ASPM suecifies the use of an adiabatic oxysren bonb 
calorimeter to determine the heating value of fuels. 
This method of testing is in fact measuring the internal 
energy of combustion of the solid fuel   for a constant 
volume, isothermal process (9).  The following analysis 
is designed to find the internal energy of combustion of 
coal.  Once the internal energy of a solid is known, the 
same value can be taken as its enthalpy since the PV/1000 
term in the relation  H = U + PV is small comoared with 
TTJOO- 
U for solids. 
Consider a constant volume oxygen bomb calorimeter 
-12- 
and  write   the   first   lsw  for   the   system.     Vork   is   zero  as 
there   are   no  volume   changes   or  flow  processes. The   heat 
of   combustion   of  a  given   suL; thrice   is 
Ci =   (U2-Ui)   n (2I4.) 
which  is  also   the   higher  heating  value   of   that autstance 
(9,10). 
MW inv = 112- ui (25) 
The next step is to write the chemical equation of 
of combustion for the process occurring in the bomb 
calorimeter. 
coal + 02  > 002 + H2O + 302 (2*>) 
Before one can balance this equation, the ch^nical 
formula for coal must be known along with its "molecular 
weight".  There are several methods for reporting ultimate 
analyses for coal on a weight per cent basis.  Among the 
most common are as-determined, as-received, dry, dry and 
ash free (10,11,12,13). ASTM D3180 lists a summary of 
the factors used to convert from one method to another 
(9).  Dry analyses data appears to be readily avail- 
able and will be used initially.  Then the dry data will 
be converted to as-received for use in the constant 
pressure combustion as explained later. 
Consider the ultimate dry analysis of a particular 
coal with the proximate analysis providing the moisture 
content.  Prom this data the chemical composition of a 
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coal can be computed on the basis of one mole of carbon 
per mole of fuel and the coal can be represented by a 
pseudo-chemical formula. 
The first step concerns the conversion of ultimate 
analysis data from dry basis to an as-received basis. 
Coal is removed from the storage silo and fed to a com- 
bustion chamber complete with atmospheric contaminants. 
Therefore, the internal energy of the coal should reflect 
its state as it is used in the power plant.  Each species 
except water and including the higher heating value 
should be multiplied by 100 - M  where M  is the 
"Too"  
is the moisture content of the coal on a weight per 
cent basis when it enters the combustion chamber (9). 
The second step is to calculate the number of moles 
of each constituent where J is used to designate any 
particular species (except ash) in the ultimate analysis. 
nj = (Weight <g)j (27) 
100 MWj 
It is now easy to find the molecular formula normalized 
to carbon by dividing the number of moles of each 
constituent n< by the number of moles of carbon (nc) to 
get      nj = nj 
"i~ (28) 
-Ik- 
The chemical formula for the coal molecule h»a   che 
appearanco 
0
 
H
"H °n0 
3
«S "Z°^2n  % • W 
One last property of the coal "molecule" is needed - ita 
"molecular weight."  So far the analysis has discounted 
the effect of ash.  Here ash ia important since it can 
often amount to 20%  by weight. An approximation for the 
molecular weight can be found by multiplying each of the 
constituents in the as-received formula above by ita 
molecular weight in the usual fashion.  Call this result 
MW».  The true molecular weight MW then becomes 
MW» + (Weight %  ash)n„ MW = IT.-/  , (30) x
   
r ar
 coal  coal 
MW = MWJ (31) 
1   -   (Weight % ash)ap 
With  these   preliminary   results,   it   is   now   time   to  write 
the   combust!   n  equation   for   the  bomr   calorimeter process. 
C  %  0nQ  Sns  H20nH  Q N„N  ♦   (y+z)02   + ash * 
G02   +  n3302   +   (nH20+nH^H2°   *  y02 +  aah < 32 ^ 
where z  =   (2  +   ?ns   + nR  -  nQ)/2 (33) 
2~ 
=
  
1
   
+
 
nS   + nH   "  °0 (3^ 
IT       2~ 
Since a mass balance has now been calculated, it 
iB possible to calculate an energy balance using the 
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following   equation. 
MW   TffV   =   'J2   -   Ui (35) 
=  
nC02UG02   "fnou302   +(nH20+n:')rT!I20   +,Jaah 
+yuo2 -ucoai -(y^)u02 -*W 
"
nH20UH20 <36) 
Phe   initial  and   final   temporutures   'ire   the   a^rae   for   the 
process.     By   noting   thnt  U  =  H   -   PV  = H   -   RT  y33uming 
Tooo 
ideal gas behavior and thnt the initial and final states 
are at the same temperature, i't is possible to rearrange 
the expression above into the following forms 
HHV MW = (!<-HT)C02 +ns(H-RT)S02 -z ( H-RT^-U^^Q 
C- 
- * 
H?C02 +*3 d Kho2  +«H * «?H20 -Ucoal     ( 3? > 
-z/!Hf0  -HT(l+n3-z) . (38) 
where water in the combustion products appears as a 
liquid phase.  Rearrange equation 38 and solve for Ucogi 
after recognizing that  H°«n  = 0. 
Ucoal = "}HV ™  +4H?C02 +n34H^02 +nH AH^Q 
-RT(-nH + n0) 
IT T (39) 
Note in the analysis above HHV is less than zero. 
Once the coal is specified, everything in the above 
equation is known and the internal energy, which will be 
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taken as the enthalpy of coal per mole, ia calculated. 
2.£. Determination of Excess Air and Air Fuel Ratio for 
Constant Pressure Combustion 
The actual combustion chamber will have a number of 
reaotanto entering the system.  These may be lifted as 
follows: 
Coal 
Air 
CaCO-. 
Humidi ty 
Steam or wa ter 
The products of combustion are: 
C02 
H20 vapor 
Air 
CaSOh 
Ash 
Nitrogenous oxides 
Unburned hydrocarbons 
It will be assumed that the bed temperature will be 
low enough so that the formation of nitrogenous oxides 
is negligible and also that the amount of unburned hydro- 
carbon lost either due to elutria tion or to incomplete 
combustion is small.  The remaining components will be 
examined in the following combustion analysis to predict 
the excess air needed to keep an adiabatic bed operating 
at a fixed temperature.  An additional equation is sought 
which will predict the required heat removal if an excess, 
air level is specified for a given operating temperature 
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and pressure. 
The  control volume   for  this  analysis will  be   that  of 
A and  B  combined  in Figure   1.    Work and air with  included 
water  vapor enter   the  boundaries   of A.     Limestone,   water, 
steam,   and  coal  enter  the   boundaries   of  B while  ash,   3pont 
calcium particles  and  products   of  combustion   (gas)   leave 
the   boundaries   of  B. 
The  equation   for   the   overall   chemical   reaction   in 
the  combuator is   (1,5,1/4., 15>) 
G  Hn     o       Sn     Nri     HP0n +e(l+x)0? nH     ri0     n3     nN     2  nH20 2 
+3.76  e   (l+x)N2   +nsCaC03  +b  H20(humidity) ^ 
(l+ns)C02   +(b+nft  0+nH)H20  +ex02+nsCa3Cv     + 
2
     2~" 
(nN+3.76e(l+x) )N2  +ash (I4.O) 
T 
where e   = ^(k^s  +nH  +2  +2nS   "3ns  -n0) (I4.I) 
= ^(3ns  +nH  +2  -n0) (J+2) 
b  = e(l+x)  26.95  60 (k3) 
lb.015  
The steady state first law expression for the control 
volumes A and B can be evaluated. 
£.      £. 
QAB "PAE = jn2H2 ' jnlHl (kk) 
Rather than write one long equation, it is easier to 
evaluate the first law term by term starting with Q^B* 
Q^p is the heat added to the control volume.  For an 
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adiabatic bod, Q... = 0.  On the other hand, provisions 
should be made for a nonadiabatic bed whereby the percent 
excess air is specified and the corresponding heat 
removal per kilogram of coal burned is calculated.  Heat 
removal by radiation, convection and conduction to the 
environment are expected to be small especially if a 
plenum surrounds the combustion chamber.  This plenum 
serves as ducting for the fluidizing air to the combustion 
chamber and returns heat losses to the system as air flows 
into the chamber. 
PAB is the mechanical work out of the control 
volume AB.  So far in the development, there is only one 
term in Py^g» the work of compression in control volume A 
as the inlet air is raised in pressure from P^ to ¥% ~ 
?«««••  Tbwro is an additional term which has not been com 
considered until now--the work required to rotate the 
combustor.  Depending upon the size and rotational speed 
this term can be appreciable in magnitude.  However, 
when compared with the overall thermal output of the 
combustion chamber, rotational work is negligible (see 
Figure 21) and is neglected in the remainder of the 
calculation of the first law equation. 
•     •     •    >» 
In summary, PAB 
=
 
pcora  pt = ^-^2^Z  is the sum of 
ToTTC     *      J 
the enthalpies leaving the combustion chamber 
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Z-n  H     =  n       H1 *-(£+n       +n   )H'        +e7lP jn2M2       nC02  C02 H20     H;     H20 02 
+3.76e(l+x):i»        +nJUD__     »'!'   Jh    . (U'J) 
•^ TJ2 S   CaSC^       aariash 
op*   pop*     Tlie  ex*fc  enthalpies  are   equal   to   the   enthalpy 
where  all  enthalpies  H'   are   evaluated  at  exit   conditions 
T< 
of  formation at  298° K plus  a   correction   term  to  account 
for enthalpy  increase  from  the   standard  reference   temper- 
ature   to   the   chosen  operating   temperature 
H«   = All?     +(H«   -  4H£)      . (1+6) 
Tables   1  and  2  list  both energy  of  formation  and   correc- 
tion   terms  respectively   (iif16).     No  data   were   readily 
available   to  predict   the   sensible   heat   loss   of   the   CaSO^ 
and  ash by-product  as   they  leave   the   combustion  chamber 
at  elevated   temperatures.     However,   the   correction  of 
these   terms  when   compared with  the   heat  release  during 
combustion   should  be   of   second   order effect  and  will  be 
neglected  from further  calculations. 
Ht>+hHz0+hH)iAHf  +(H'-4H°))H20 
+ex(A '*?   +(H'-4H°))02 
+3.76e(l+x)(4H°  +(K»-4H°))N 
+
"sAHfCaSO^ (i|7) 
The  energy  of  the   reactants  entering   the   control 
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volume   AT   or ^-n, H,   is   ev.'ilunt'%d   na   follows: 
^1H1   =  ftconl»Conl   +e(l+x)H02   +(£♦•' ^o^r, 
+3.7fci(l*x)HN2 +n;JHGaGQ3 (Ua) 
Again due   to   lack  of  data  and   by   the  fact   that   t;he   mass 
flow  rate   of   GaCO-i   is   small,   its   sensible   heat   contribu- 
tion   to   the   total  energy   is  neglected.     The   question  of 
sensible  heat  accounting  at  the   inlet  can be   totally 
avoided  by  assuming  air  and   solid  reactants  enter at   the 
ambient  conditions  298°  K.     For  these   conditions    ^H°     = 
o 2 
^
HfK     =  °*     Note   also   tuu t  Hcoa^  =  Ucoal   using   the 
assumptions of the previous section.  By making these 
simplifications 
^1H1 = ncoalHcoal +'n^HfCaC03 
+
 <'
b+
*
nH20)AHfe20 (a9) 
After normalizing the calculations on a per mole of coal 
basis and combining the previous results, the first law 
^AB AE = 1"2H2" 1"lHl <*0> 
becomes   ^B -PAfi  = (n(^H°. +(H'-AH£) ) )CQ 
H^O H    f        f   H20 
2Q 
+((b+n   +n)(4H° +(H'-/lH°))) 
n-,0 a
2"~" 
+ (ex(H'-4Hj ))Q 
+ (3.76e(l-fx)(H«-AH°0)N 
+ (nsAHpGaS0^)-Ucoal   -n3AH?CftC0 
-
(
^"H2O
MH?H2O (51) 
-21- 
3 
At the lower combustor temperatures, the percent 
excess air can become rather large as is shown in Figurorj 
2 through 9.  On© way to eliminate the need for such 
large air handling equipment is to inject water in the 
liquid form into the combustor.  Further studios are 
needed to determine if this is a feasible alternative 
from a plant design point of view.  The idea centers 
around absorbing some of the heat generated in the bed as 
latent heat of vaporization.  Roughly 2 326 000 J/kg is 
needed to generate steam from one kilogram of water at 
standard conditions.  Also the specific heat of steam is 
roughly twice that of air over the temperatures under 
consideration (6,8).  Therefore, much more heat can be 
liberated to one kilogram of liquid water entering the 
combustor than to one kilogram of air. 
The first law must be modified as follows: 
coal + air + liquid water ♦ CaCO}  > 
C02 + steam + air ♦ CaSOj,. ($2) 
The only additional terms needed in the first law ex- 
pression as derived earlier are the enthalpies of the 
liquid water entering the combustor and the steam leaving 
the combustor.  The products must be modified by addition 
0f
        "H20 Iiq.<4H?+<H,-*H?>)Hp0 (53) 
and the renctants must be modified by 
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Another possibility is the addition of 3t<;<im to the 
inlet of the teat chamber at low temperature.  This 
possibiltiy is also accounted for in the same manner 
except that the latent heat need not be included  in 
A  H°, term since no phase change occurs. 
Even when modified by steam or water addition, the 
energy equation has only one unknown if either of two 
assumptions are made; and it can be solved explicitely 
for that variable.  These assumptions are 
1) If the combustor is adiabatic, Q.R " 0 and 
one can solve for x for any     Top> pOD 
and ^PB. 
2) If the combuutor is nonadiabatic, it is 
possible to calculate the heat removal per 
unit raass of coal as a function of T  » 
i   P  , AP„ for a p;iven percent excess air. 
op'   B 
Once the theoretical air is known it is an easy matter to 
calculate the fuel-air ratio and standard cubic meters of 
air per kilogram of fuel as follows (5): 
PA = MW   , (55) 
coal K:>:>' 
e(l+x)U.76)(28.95) 
SCM = e(l+x)(i+.76)(28.95) (56) 
^coal   /'aSTP 
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These equations were then computerized.  For any coal 
given on a dry basis, the computer calculates percent 
excess air, standard cubic meters of air per kilogram of 
coal and fuel ratio as a function of temperature, T0p, and 
pressure, Pop. 
2.6. Results of the Flrsrt Law Analysis. 
The preceding analysis was compared with data 
obtained by two different investigators of adlsbatic 
beds.  Each used a different coal.  The results of these 
studies will be compared with those of the previous 
analysis. 
The most recent work wa3 done by Combustion Power 
Company (CPC) (17) for the Office of Coal Research. 
They performed some relatively low pressure (.$  MPa) 
experiments and then used a computer to predict the 
thermodynamics of several cycle calculations.  CPC used 
an Illinois #6 coal for their entire study, including 
both experimental and analytical calculations.  The 
analysis of Illinois #6 coal can be found in Table 3. 
Table l±  presents a summary of CPC data compared with 
results found from the preceding study.  Note that only 
the first entry is taken from actual experimental data 
and the remaining CPC entries are totally theoretical 
-2U- 
predictions covering a range of operating conditions from 
0.39 MPa to 1.15 MPa compressor pressure and 135fy-° K to 
12^5° K bed temperature.  The relative error between 
analyses all fall within ll±%. 
The last CPC result is unique in that water has 
been added to the coal in an unprescribed manner.  Water 
could have been injected into the test section to reduce 
the mas* flow rate of air or as a slurry system for 
transporting coal.  The large increase in fuel air ratio 
between the second and last entries ia due to latent heat 
of vaporization of water. 
Westinghou3e (Uj.) used a Pittsburgh Ohio seam coal 
whose analysis is shown in Table 3*  Prom Table I4., it is 
obvious that their experimental system was operated at a 
much higher pressure (1.007 MPa) than most of the previous 
CPC work.  Westinghouse reported a calculated fuel-air 
ratio which differs from the calculated Lehigh model by 
Prom these limited observations, the previous 
analysis appears to be accurate to at least 1)4$. 
After comparing these results, a set of curves 
(Pigurea 2 through 11) wore drawn using a coal produced 
by Oneida Mining Co., (18) having the composition shown 
in Teble 3«  The combustor was assumed to be operating 
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under adiabatic conditions shown in Table $.     For a 3;".M:1- 
fied compressor pressure and temperature-, it is poaa'ble 
to find the required air-fuel ratio or percent excess nir 
required by the combustor for several different steam and 
water mass flow rates. 
The Figures 2 through 11 exhibit a change in curva- 
ture occurring between 1100 and 1300° K.  This effect is 
due to abrupt change in specific heat of C02. at that 
tempera ture ( $ ). 
As expected, the more pronounced effect on reduction 
of excess air is found with the addition of liquid water. 
Much of combustion energy is tied up in latent heat of 
vaporization which must be recovered later on if the 
process is to be a feasible one.  Also, the problem of 
quenching the combustion has not been answered. At what 
point will combustion be extinguished by water flow? The 
smaller decrease due to steam addition is due to the 
higher specific heat over the normal products of 
combustion. 
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3-  FLUID MtCCHANfCS OK A HQTAflNO COMBUaTOft 
3.1.  Over View of the Problem 
Relatively little work has been performed on the 
fluid mechanics of a rotating fluidized bed.  Several in- 
vestigators have researched the flow patterns over 
rotating discs and flow patterns Inside rotating cylinders 
(19) but little published material has appeared concerning 
fluidized bed behavior under an artificial gravitational 
field . 
Perhaps the first work concerning rotating fluidized 
bed was the experimental study at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory (2,3) where glass particles were fluidized 
inside a cylinder as part of a governmental space contract. 
However, no combustion was attempted in these early experi- 
ments.  Since then, Brookhaven has extended its work to 
include analysis of a rotating fluidized bed combustor, 
published in 197/+ (20).  Little is included in their 
publications on the fluid mechanics occurring within the 
combustor.  Concurrently, Levy (19) reviewed the literature 
on fluid flows inside rotating circular chambers and 
developed a theoretical model of a rotating fluidized bed 
combustor.  His work was programmed by the author on a 
GDC 6I4.OO computer, and used to perform a parametric 
analysis for use in designing a rotating fluidized bed 
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combustor.  Analyses wore performed for a laboratory coir] 
bench scale model, a bench scale hot combustor, and a 
utility size combustor. 
3.2.  Development of Tangential Velocity Profiles Within 
the Combustor. 
There are several possible velocity profiles in the 
rotating chamber which might seem acceptable at first 
glance.  However, Levy (19) showed several of these 
choices to be inconsistent with experimental results from 
Brookhaven (23).  Among those which seem plausible are 
solid body rotation, uniform tangential and free vortex 
profiles.  In fact, each of these is utilized in the three 
separate flow regimes within the combustion chamber. 
Consider the tangential velocity profile shown in 
Figures 10 and 11.  Region I is that of the fluidized bed. 
The time mean velocity component (i.e., neglecting the 
turbulent eddies characteristic of the boiling motion of 
fluidized bed behavior) is approximated by a uniform 
tangential velocity expressed by 
v =-/U rQ . (57) 
Levy showed this profile is consistent with Brookhaven 
results indicating that the outside of the bed is the last 
to fluidize.  If a free vortex profile is utilized, 
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results contradict experimental finds at Brookhaven. 
However, the solid body rotation is consistent with 
Brookhaven's results but the bed pressure drop is some- 
what under predicted.  This difficulty is overcome with a 
uniform tangential velocity profile.  In the limit of a 
thin bed, the tangential and solid body velocity profiles 
yield practically the same results. 
Region II can be explained simply by conservation of 
angular momentum as shown schematically in Figure 12. 
First consider conservation of mass for steady state 
flow (21) 
0 = y.v = 1 a (ru) + 1 } v  + _>_w (58) 
r TF"   r ~3"e    Zy> 
In tho freeboard region between the bod and exit radius 
where one might expect a relatively constant a. component 
of velocity, %  w/^ = 0.  Due to axial symmetry, all & 
derivitives are zero.  Therefore 
d (ru) =0 (59) 
o) r 
or       ru = constant (60) 
Note that this equation also holds for the time mean 
sense within the fluidized bed as well. 
Now consider the steady state angular momentum 
integral equation (21) for the dashed line control volume 
in Figure 13. 
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&     r x   V   (/iV'dA)   =  £l(r x   F) J
 3 ~       ~ / 
(01 J 
If  an  inviscid  flow   is  assumed,   JU   =  0,   and   the   only 
forces  which act   on   the   control  volume  are  pressure 
forces  which do  not   contribute   to the   (r x  P)   term. 
Therefore £    r x   V  (   V«dA)   =  0 (62) 
= r][v1   (y>u12 7Tr]L)   + r^   Uu22 7Tr2)m        (63) 
But from continuity, ru = constant. This conclusion 
yields the result 
i*-^ = r2v2 = r v (^) 
or       v = constant/r = k^/r (65) 
After matching boundary conditions at r = r^ from region 
I  (ie., vj  _   =J~lr0),   the final expression for the 
component of velocity to be used between r < v< r* is 
v =^O.r0 ^ (66) 
Now consider the last region of the combustion 
chamber, Region III.  Depending upon the nature of the 
flow, several phenemenon can take place near the core of 
a vortex chamber.  For example, the flow nay 3tagnste 
for radii near the centeriine.  This effect is important 
in that it effectively reduces the exit area of the 
combustion chamber, causing higher exit axial velocities 
than would be predicted normally.  The 0  component of 
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velocity Giro..-a snarply to. ard zero surges tin*-' iuht L.t'iis 
region be modeled as a s"lid body rotation, r>r <*r:>re:\y.ed 
mathematically, 
v = JX. r . (t7) 
Now that velocity profiles have been established 
throughout the rotating cylinder, it is possible to deter- 
mine pressure drops, minimum fluidization velocity, termi- 
nal velocities, mass flow rates, etc., needed to define 
the performance of a fluid combustor. 
3«3»  Calculation of Elutriation Velocity. 
First, in order to understand the forces on a single 
particle in a free stream, consider the diagram of a 
rotating cylinder having gas (air) being forced through 
the walls of a porous rotating cylinder in Figure 13. 
The particle will remain suspended in the stream up to the 
point where either the vertical component of the drag force 
ia larger than the normal acceleration due to gravity or 
when the radial component of the drag ia larger than the 
"centrifugal** acceleration.  The drag force can be 
repreaented as 
2 
If the bed is thin or equivalontly, the particle is near 
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the outside of the chamber, the y  component of the 
velocity field will be small and the 0 component wl*l 
be approximated by  v = -*- rQ.  Three types of velocity 
distributions were examined.  As mentioned previously, 
the uniform targential velocity distribution is consistent 
with results found at Brookhaven and is used here.  New- 
ton's second law becomes 
Pn = m_ '\ K2 + a2 ' 
where    a = v2/r = ( SI- rQ) /r. 
If one further assumes a spherical particle, 
(69) 
(70) 
and Ap -   ^ dP 
(71) 
(72) 
It  is  now possible   to  find   the  magnitude   of   the  equil- 
ibrium velocity which a  particle  having  size  dp and 
density />p will  see   just before   it  is  elutriated   in   the 
gas  stream. 
AVel  ^ °d '! 
k 
=  rral^k2 ♦   (Ar0) 
.p..: P. 
ip 
(73) 
Vel = 
8
 
dp/\ 
A 
3/ 
j«2  ♦l^§ol 
" i 
111   ]l  +  (Jlro)^1 
cd TTgl^ 
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(71+) 
(75) 
Tho drag coefficient for a spherical particle was reported 
by White (22). 
cd = 2j^_  + 6       + .k (76) 
Re    1+ fKeT 
v P 
where Rep  =   /f  vel dp (77) 
/^ 
This   correlation  has   an   accuracy  of   +  10£. 
Since   the   proposod   system   is   to  be   oporat^d   with 
both  coal  and   limestone   ^articles,   an  estimate   of   the 
corresponding  coal   particle   diameter  at   elutrinti' n   is 
also  useful   and   can   be   calculated   frcn   the   following 
expression  which  is   just  a   rearrangement   of   equation   7S« 
dp   coal  el   =3Vel/f   Cd  (78) 
k
   /coal  g  [l  +   {Jlr0)*' 
V (r  g? 
These equations should be used in the following 
manner: 
1) Postulate a largely limestone fluid bed 
having coal particles interspersed in the 
limestone. 
2) Calculate the terminal velocity assuming 
limestone particles. 
3) Use the terminal velocity calculated in 2) 
in equation 78 to calculate a corresponding 
estimate of the coal particle diameter 
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3.1;.  Calculation of Minimum Fluldlzatlon Velocity. 
Next consider the problem of predicting minimum 
fluldlzatlon for the bed.  Levy showed that a modification 
of the Ergun equation (23,2lj.) can be used to predict the 
velocity at which the bed weight will be supported by the 
pressure drop across the bed.  Now do a force balance on 
th« cylindrical control volumes shown in Figures II4. and 
1$.     Let the bulk bed density be represented by   /O 
as follows: 
^BVP +/.(1-£) <79) 
Then the net pressure force on the cylindrical control 
volume becomes 
P r de + 2 P dr ds - (P + dP)(r + dr) d© 
♦   ft B a  r d<9    dr   . (cO) 
After neglecting  second  order differintials,   this  expres- 
sion  reduces   to 
(-rdP  +^8  r)  dr do   . (8l) 
dr \ 
Now consider the net momentum out of the same control 
volume shown in Figure 15.  This quantity is expressed as 
• ■ in     (u  + du dr  - u) (82) ft cTF 
or equivalently 
/>B  u du r dr d©   . (83) 
cTF 
The  differential  equation  expressing  conservation   of 
momentum  in   the   fluidized  bed   in   the   radial  direction   Is 
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expensed   as   follows 
-dP   +   pu a   =     p      u  du. (8i|) 
IT   only   pure   air  wire   flowing,   the   pressure   drop  would 
be [*h    +  /a  a     =     AUJH     • 
vdryg.       / or (';>) 
Therefore   the   net  pressure  drop  due   to   the  motion   of   the 
bed   is        /dp)   = dP  - /dp] (66) 
=   </>B  " /)a)   a <67) 
=
   
(/p   " ^a)(1   " £>   a <86) 
This pressure gradient must be balanced by frictional 
drag through the bed. 
/dP) = 150 (1 - £ )2 /t* u + 1.75 (1 "c  ) /f u2 
^ S       *3 dp 
^       (09) 
After equating  the   previous   result with equation   *°8,   it 
Is  possible   to  combine   terms  and   solve  for  the  minimum 
fluidization  velocity  expressed   in   ter^s   of  Reynold's 
and  Galileo  numbers. 
150   (1   - €)2/* u  +  1.75   (1   -DP a   u2  _ 
 3— c      jr r  
^°   
(1
  "
e)
  "mf dP/a  * x-75    (W S/3^ a 
«mf3 /« £mf3V      /< 
(91) A  </p  -/a' 
a
 
dP 
A2 .35. 
_1 L_J i. (^) 
Re
   = "mf  /g   dp (93) 
M 
Then Ga   =  1$0   (1   - 6 )   Remf  +  1.75 He^r .      . 
RJquation  9i|   is   the   Kr^un   equation  whero   an   effective 
gravitational  acceleration,   a,   has   been   substituted   for 
g  in   the  Galileo  number. 
Wen   and  Yu   (25)   included  a   snapo   factor    ^   in   the 
Ergun  equation   to  account   for  non-spherical   particles. 
Their  form  of   the   lir^un  equation   becomes 
Ga   =  150   (1- £ )   Kemf   +1.75  Re£f 
However  the   relationship  between   £" and ^ls  quite   compli- 
and was approximated  by 
0,x £3 
<^S    H' 
/-f (97) 
at minimum fluidization conditions as recomended by 
Wen and Yu.  After substituting these results into the 
Ergun equation and solving for the minimum fluidization 
Reynolds number, one obtains 
-36- 
Re
mf = J33.72 + .01+08 r**      -33.7 (Vj) 
V/en and Yu also reported a result which :>M-  ^e3t3 a 
criteria for possible segregation of different size par- 
ticles in a bed.  Fluidized beds have a tendency to sepa- 
rate into two distinct particle size3 if the ratio of the 
particle diameters is greater than 1.3-  ohannon (26) 
found the diameter ratio to be  v2» with the minimum 
fluidization velocity based on the largest particle in the 
bed.  However, increasing flow rates above minimum 
fluidization conditions tend to intermix the particles. 
Segregation may be particularly important if the differ- 
ence in densities (limestone is almost twice as dense as 
coal (27,28)) results in widely differing particle sizes 
at elutriation, if combustion produces a wide range of 
coal particle sizes, or if the size distributions of the 
feed materials are particularly wide. 
The last step in the evaluation of the minimum 
p 
fluidization velocity is to evaluate a  = v /r subject to 
the uniform velocity profile at the outside of the ted 
since this point is the last to fluidize. 
a =JLZ  r0 (99) 
Gft
 
=
 A (/p - A)dl^2*o (100) 
^
2 
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3.5.  Calculation of Bed Pressure Drop. 
The bed pressure drop Is an Important parameter 
which is already available although not in a convenient 
form.  Extract equation (88) from the minimum fluidiza- 
tion analysis, and integrate from r = r to r = r. 
dP = (/>p -/>a)U - £) a (88a) 
= (/> p -/a)U -€ ) .A2 r§ dr        (101) 
pB(i*o>   '  pB<r>   =   <A  ~A)(1  -S-)JlZ  vl  ln(r<\ 
(102) 
Evaluating the previous expression at r - Tj, gives the 
total pressure drop over the expanded bed having thick- 
ness (rQ-ri) at minimum fluidization. 
^
PB mf  = </p "A^l -€)JL2  4   lnA-A (103) © 
3.6.  Calculation of Gras Residence Time 
Another parameter which is important for sulfur 
removal is the time during which the products of combus- 
tion contact- the CaCO-, sortent.  This is called the gas 
residence time in the bed and is calculated from the 
control volume shown in Figure 15.  Note that a negative 
sign is needed since r is positive moving away from the 
-38- 
axis   and   the   flow   or   velocity   moverj   toward   t,h<>   u r i 3. 
Hr   =   -".iro     =   -' n'"■•'■''"t (IO/4.) 
d^        ~r F 
~
uo  ro   f      fiT=   I     1   r  dr {ll'^) J   0 '   r0 
u     r     AT =  r£  -   r? o     o o 1 (1 -).',) 
2 
^ 
=
  
ro   "  ri (107) 
2
   
uo  ro 
This   residence   tine   can   be   rewritten   in   terms   of  mass 
flow  rates. 
=
 /o  uo  2Tro   1 (109) 
u0  rQ  = j^ (110) 
2 7T/>0   1 
^r= (r
2
 _   2) ^  />   x (111) 
ma 
3.7.  Determination of Gore Radius and Freeboard Pressure 
Drop 
Having found expressions for the important variables 
in Region I, consider the free vortex velocity profile 
of Region II together with the core regime, Region III. 
Lewellen's analysis (29) will be utilized to determine 
the core radius and freeboard pressure drop assuming 
-39- 
IT ri \|2   AP ' 
d. = ve 
u Ap ^. ' 
j =
  
rq / r e 
constant  stagnation   pressure   PQ.     The   three   important 
parameters  from L^wellen's work are 
<f = m (112) 
(113) 
(114) 
where A P  «* PQ   -  P3  q (11$) 
The   relationships   between Y   and    <?<   and     J  and    o<- were 
reported  pjraphico] ly  ns   shown   in   H'it^ure   16.     This   form 
of   the   results   is   not  particularly  useful  for digital 
computer   solution.      Since   the   desired   quantity,   A?, 
appears   in   both  abscissa   and   ordinate,   an   implicit   solu- 
tion  is   required.     Conveniently,   the   ratio  of    f  and   c< 
eliminates   the  variable   A?  n s   shown. 
1   =    m   }Z  4F//V 
7Tri  W~E?   ,. U16) e 
=    m (117) 
A TTr?  v e     e 
v     may  be   replaced   by   the   free   vortex  velocity expression 
evaluated   at   r  =  r   . 
e 
ve  = -ftro  ri (118) 
r 
© 
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lauding   to  one   equation   In  wfiich   i "•   »C"y. 
W      -   * (IVi) 
/a   7Tre^LrQ  ri 
Figure   16   is   the   rource   of   the   second   equation   needed   to 
solve   for I*   »  0*J.     py  fitting  the    T    curve   shown   in 
Figure   16 with  a   series   of  cosines  and   third  order   poly- 
nomials,   and  usirw/,  Newton   ifapluion   iteration,     /    was 
determined   13   a   pi ecu wise   analytical   function   of  dX.    . 
Estimates   of   the   static   pressure   drop   between   the   iri3ide 
of   the   expanded  bed   at   r  =  r^   to   the   core   region   were 
found  by  rewritting  equation   113  and  using   the  definition 
of   stagnation  pressure   at  r  =  r*. 
f0 = p< 1 + /, a<ui  + VV 
Po  "  pa q  =/»e A 
(120) 
(121) 
P     1   -   ^ si s  q 
«</ 2 
=   (JLr 
e °?) /^- - A .(»! + "V 
(122) 
= /LAr0 r1, 
re   * 
A ¥ 
m 
2Tr T> * e=fc€ 
(123) 
ZMC^o)    /1+/Ii (W^TV 
Now that the static freeboard oressure drop has been 
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determined, it is a simple matter to find the core 
radius  size.  Figure 16 contains all necessary informa- 
tion.  J can be found by linearly interpolating within 
a set of tabulated values for a known o{ .     The core 
radius is then computed as 
rq = J re . (125) 
3.8.  Calculation of Boundary Interaction Parameter. 
Depending upon the mass flow rate through a rotating 
vortex chamber, a large stagnant region may develop near 
the gas distributor divorting most of the fluid flow to 
the end wall boundary layers.  Lewellen defines several 
dimenslonless parameters which characterize this type of 
phenomenon as follows: 
N = m (126) 
277/^a 1 
s = 2 77/ v0 r* 
 
/
 *    ° (127) 
m 
N is a Reynolds number based on through flow end s is a 
swirl parameter measuring interaction of circulation 
and the stream function. 
Lewellen then defines a boundary layer interaction 
parameter B which is a ratio of flow through the boundary 
layer to total flow through the vortex chamber.  For 
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satisfactory operation of the fluidized bed comtustor, B 
should be small so that only a small percentage of the 
flow passes through the boundary layers with the remaining 
flow acting as the fluidizing agent for the coal and lime- 
stone bed.  There are several equations for B depending 
upon the flow regime under consideration. 
E = 2.^2   (2Val) p^ftl r0 f. (12U) ma       |f /4   T~ 
= 2.92   3 
Hetan (129) 
For a tangential Reynolds number 
"»t»n  ■ -n-rg /. (130) 
yUa 
less   than I4.OO  000 use   equation   128.     Otherwise,   use 
equation  131» 
B  =   .26(Refcany (131) 
3.9.     Calculation   of  Swirl   Stabillty  Parameter 
Another parameter gives  an  indication  of   swirl 
stability  of   the   flow   through  the   exit  port.     According 
to  Gassidy  and   Palvey   (29)   the  vortex  becomes   unsteady 
when   the  ratio  of  angular momentum flux  to  linear momen- 
tum flux becomes   large.     For  the   flow under consideration 
2 
L/7I"Q    should  le   less   than   . 1[|.   implies   that   the   flow  will 
be   steady.     Excessive  angular momentum generated within 
-U3- 
the chamber must be dissipated as torque on the cri".r-uer 
wa 11s   or must  appear  fit   the   exhaust  exit   port.      Therefore, 
a   low value   of   L/fT^i    will   keep   torque   requirements   to 
rotate   the   fluidized   bed  us   low  as   possible.     However,   the 
relationship   of   the   exit   velocity,   w,   in   the y direction 
as  a   function   of  rodius   i3  not  known.     As   on  approximation, 
w was  assumed   to  be   constant   over   the   exhaust   port   from 
r  " Tq.  to r  =  r0   and   zero  elsewhere.      It   is   now  possible 
to  evaluate   Q with   these   assumptions. 
q =   j~   °   2 T/>a  w  r dr (132) 
7Tr2 \?./>   AP ' 
e  '     /a 
0
  r dr 
TTA "!-'!>     ^Z^7^3i) 
~    
ma (13k) 
77*r||(2 f>a A?  ' 
Now evaluate   L using   the   conditions   on w  that 
w ^et-rlon  of   interest 
0 0 < r  ^ r_ (135) 
JUflL 
A 7T(rf - rg) 
q 
rq ^ r  ^ re (1'36) 
re ^ r  <ro ^37) 
-W|- 
L=      \ P    wvr27Trdr 
J  0   ' a x (133) 
2 TT re3      A P 
2  mQ Jlr_   r. 
(re   "  rq} \2 TT r^   ^ P/J     2 
= jT-r0  ^i  * a 
2 TTr3   AP 
(139) 
— I    *   (11*0) 
(141) 
2 
Therefore   the  expression   for  L/7T3    becomes 
L =   L/lr„  r4   m    x       7/~ 
7T 32 
o -i  '"a \     / fa>0       2  /a   AP) 
a (142) 2TTr3   dp/     \7Tm.2 
(143) 
=
  -/*• ro rj  re   /^a 
ma 
and   the  right  hand   aide of equation I43     should  be   less   than 
.I4  for  stability  as  well   as   lowest  rotational  power 
consumption. 
3.10.     Calculation   of  Rotational   Power 
To  get  an  apDroximation   for  the   power needed   to 
rotate   the   combustor,   it   is  necessary  to evaluate   the 
-US- 
gaseous angulnr momentum over the surface of the corr.bujtor 
as shown in Figure 13. 
Surface      Tangential Velocity Distribution 
Si v = 0 
S2 v = 0 
S v = 0  for 0   r 4 rq  and 
v =JlrQ r^       for r <C  r <£  re 
? (lkk) 
The   torque   can  be   found  by  adding   the   surface   Integrals 
of   (21)      (£     =    i v  r ^   (V   •   dA)   . (lk$) 
The  integrals  over S^ and   S2 are  zero  since  v =  0.     On 
33* -  " — "/^a ' I      27Tr dr. (11+6) 
ft  7T(rg   -  Xq2) 
f ■ 2 17 r di 
TT(r2  -  r2) a   "   *   e q' q
  (1^7) 
= 2JLrQ  r±  mft r dr 
—2 5 /r 
<*e   -  r2) q (H+8) 
=
 
uZr
o  
ri  Aa (3J^9) 
Rotational  power  can  be   found   by 
Pra=f-^     = SL2  rQ  ^  ma     . (150) 
This   expression   accounts   only   for   the  power   required 
to  impart an  angular velocity   to  the  inflowing  air.     It 
assumes  steady   state   operntion  and   ignores  friction   in 
-1*6- 
the bearings.  The same kind of analysis could be applied 
to incoming and outgoing solids assuming the solids 
enter with some velocity vuand leave v/ith a tangential 
and axial velocity.  The torque required to accelerate 
these particles assuming they enter and leave the 
combustor between r^ and r^ ia 
J.C 
O 
ro 
*i 
M_r0 f)p  r wp  2 TV r dr (151) 
A^^^p  2   7T(r3   .  r3)      m 
This  expression  can be   simplified  by  noting   that   the  mass 
flow  of   solids  is 
AP  =     /)p7r<ro  "  r&  wp     • (153) 
The   rotational  power needed  to  accelerate   the   solids 
becomes   after  substituting A_ 
P     = 2J12  rQ  mp   (r3   -  rJ, 
(r*   -   rf) (19*) 
Depending upon the choice of parameters, this term can be 
important if the mass flow of solids is large and they 
l«;ave neur the outer radiua of the combustor.  To find 
relative importance with respect to power needed to 
tan-'-^rit'.ally accelerate the fluidizing air flow, consider 
the following ratio of equation;) I5I4. and 150. 
-U7- 
p
r p  _ 2 n^  (rj - rf) 
Pr a    
ri K   (ro " rl) 
(155) 
This ratio is approximately twice the solid mass flow 
rate divided by the air flow rate for thin beds. 
The rotational power requirements should be a sr.all 
fraction of the power extracted from the combustion of 
coal if this system is to operate.  To compare the thermal 
and rotational power levels, a measure of the ther.ai out- 
put is needed.  Most power plants operate with an exhaust 
stack gas temperature around \\ZZ°  K to prevent acidic 
water vapor condensation.  As a first estimate, 14.22° K 
will also assumed to be a typical stack gas temperature 
for the rotational system.  Therefore the total thermal 
power available is approximately 
*t m  *• CP (Top - Vac*' U56) 
where C  is an average specific heat. 
Lastly, an estimate of the power needed to drive 
the compressor is given by equation 13 as developed 
in the first law analysis presented earlier. 
3.11.  Property Computations 
For the purposes of predicting the fluid mechanics 
of the rotating combustor, pure air was assumed to flow 
-1*8- 
through   the   comiajstor.      I'roporty   robjtion.s   fr -   >• : r   ;ire 
readily   nvotl'itlo    in   Ui*   literature.      ;''or  ^x;       1^ ,    t\ic 
P.ureau   of   Ordnance   (30)   specifies   the   follow'r^   e;'jntion 
for   the   absolute   viscosity   of  nir 
]0-io Ti.5. 
•*   = U'(^'4 x (V'7) 
T   +   J10.3'-> 
where   T  is   in   do^roes   Kelvin   H\M\ //. is   in   Pascal-:;'c nfis. 
3-12.      Results   of   the   i'urunv. trie   Analy ,sis 
In   the   hopoa   of   prcs-irving   some   uniformity   in   Ui<; 
presentation   of   tho   reuults,   one   set   of   operating 
conditions   is  used   here   as   a   reference   point   nround  which 
a   sensitivity   study was   performed   to determine   the   effect 
on   overall   operation   of   various   parameters.     This   base 
point   can  be   identified   by   the   following   set   of   inde.ind- 
ent  variables. 
r0 1.524 m 
r, 1.219  m 
rl 1.067 m 
1 2.286  m 
r/min IO8.3 
a/g 25 
T IIW40  K 
P0p .101,14. HPa 
d  x .00634 m 
Figure   17   is  a   universal   plot   showing   the   relation- 
ship  between   rotation  ana  effective  gravity   for  all 
combustors  with   rQ  =  1.524  m and   r^   =  1.219  m.     The   next 
nine   figures   berinninp; with  Figure   18  graphically describe 
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the effect of vnrioua selected dependent pur-.riotoru 
with changing spoed of rotation. 
Figure 16 is a plot of exit pta velocity ini inlet 
suporfici.nl velocity versus speed of rotati n.  This 
plot assumes no ndditiona] p;ns formati'm brou.'at n\ out ty 
oxidation of coal within the combustor.  Note that 
depending upon tho choice of r . large exit velocities 
can occur.  Opening up the exit radius is one feasible 
way of decreasing tho gas exit velocity at tho expense 
of leaving leas freeboard to contain the expan led bed. 
Figure 19 shows the effect of speed of rotation of 
air flow rate for conditions ranging from minimum fluid- 
ization to entrainment. 
From Figure 20 it is evident that the assumption of 
small freeboard static pressure drop compared with bed 
pressure drop loses validity as terminal conditions are 
approached.  However at several ti'ies minimum fluidiza- 
tion, the approximation is still relatively safe. 
Figures 21 and 22 orovide an overview of energy 
input and outout of the system.  In Figure 21 it is seen 
that typically the rotational oowor requirements are 
negligible comoared with thermal output while compres- 
sion power is not nearly as insignificant.  rote that, 
from Figure 22,  at minimum fluidization and %0  r/m'n 
-■;o- 
approxima toly hS ^ th»-rm«l is produced by tie .system. 
This con be expanded nearly ten fold by increasing the 
flow rote to elutriation nt th/j expense of higher exit 
gas velocity and higher freeboard pressure drop. 
To be an effective 3ulfur retention system, the 
sulfur must react with the limestone bed to produce Ca^O, « 
Figure 23 shows the gus residence time during which the 
sulfur retention reaction must take place.  This contact 
time is greater than .1 seconds at minimum fluidization 
and less than .01 seconds at entrainment conditions. 
However another important segment of the sulfur retention 
remains unstudied.  Chemical kinetics will determine the 
extent to which CaSOi^ is formed for a given operating 
temperature and air flow rate or, equivalently, gas res- 
idence time. 
A large core radius and associated stagnant region 
is undesirable since it reduces the effective exit flow 
area and increases the gas exit velocity.  Figure 21\. 
indicates a pronounced tendency for the size of the core 
radius to decrease rapidly in moving from minimum to 
entrainment conditions at any given rotational speed. 
The curves for two, three and five tines minimum fluid- 
ization velocity as well as elutriation lie on the 
abscissa of Figure 2)±.     however, th^re is a trade off 
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between   incronsed   .^MS   exit,   velocily   uue   to   **n   niTectiv.: 
stagnant   core   and    increnH^d   >.as   velocity   due    i,->   h   »-r;' r 
flow   rates   find   no   stf^rmnL   core. 
The   boundary   lay.;r   interaction  parameter  h   is   atiown 
in   Figure   25*     At   higher  mnsa   flow  rates   the   relative   flow 
through   the   boundary   layer  decreases   compared   to   the 
total   throughput.      The   criterion   for  satisfactory  B   is 
that  it   be   small   compared  with   1.     However   there   sesma 
to  be  a   relative   minimum occurring  at  approximately  100 
r/min which would   indicate  a  desirable   point  of   operation. 
Prom  the   standpoint   of   rotational   energy  expenditure, 
2 
Figure 26 indicates the parameter L/7T C^ increases with 
spued of rotation, remaining below . II4. over the entire 
range of operating conditions. 
Consider now another perturbation on the base point 
as defined previously by fixing the speed of rotation at 
108.3 r/min (a/g = 2£) and examining the effect of chan^ir.^ 
coiabustor height represented more conveniently as a non- 
dimensionalized 1/r  ratio.  It would be expected that 
o 
the moss flow rate and, eoui v« len tly, thermal iowt;r v/culd 
be prooortional to the height of the comtustor and this 
is indeed the cane as shown in Figure 2? and /igure 28. 
however the exit velocity in Figure 29 can attain exces- 
sively large values in which, compressibility effects 
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are sure to be Important.  This analysis hfis com i'3or< i 
only incompressible flow for which 200 ra/s is an upper 
limit on the validity of the model.  Aa stated earlier 
it is possible to decrease the exit gas velocity by 
increasing the oponing of the oxit port at the expense of 
losing extra freeboard, but to achieve reasonable values 
at large l/r0 is practically impossible.  Por this reason, 
l/rQ > 2 should be avoided. 
Figure 30 shows the relationship between freeboard 
pressure drop and l/rQ.  Again, it is expected increasing 
height with associated higher mass flow would cause an 
increasing pressure drop as is noted from Figure 30.  At 
larger l/rQ, the freeboard pressure drop is comparable in 
magnitude to the bed presoure drop, and it must be 
accounted for.  However, combustors with very small 
values of l/r0 may be undesirable also.  Figure 31 shows 
the effect of l/r0 on the swirl stability parameter.  As 
small lA*0 are approached, L/ TT "§ increases extremely 
fast, especially at minimum fluidization conditions. 
Results in the literature suggest the flow may develop 
oscillations for L/TT "§2 > .H4.. 
Figures 3^ to 35 show the effect of operating pres- 
sure on combustor performance.  Certainly the compression 
power requirements increase in going to higher pressures 
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(Figure y^.) .      iIov/'kv»-r, tii'- oLhor powor curv:,1 nro r'il»t- 
tivoly insensi tive to hi, hor ope TH ting presMurtuu  "fn i 3 ia 
al30 tho case for Lho contMj^Lor prosnure drop (Figaro 33)* 
Again from the awirl :it?ibility cri tor-ion ( r'i,--., ro 3^4-) 
comos another warning.  i'Vom o utabillty .'i tandpoin t, a 
combustor should bo opera tod somewhat above tho minimum 
fluldization point at higher pressures.  At lower pres- 
sures the system appears much more stable. 
Figures 35 and 36 show that the ratio of elutriaticn 
to minimum fluidization velocity ia relatively constan t 
over the range of interest. 
Consider now the effect of particle size.  Any 
crushed, coal and limestone is bound to have a distribu- 
tion of sizes which would be fed into the combustor to- 
gether.  Aa combustion occurs within the bed, particles 
will break up and decrease in size.  The question which 
should be answered is:  how sensitive ia the combustor to 
a range of particle sizes and Wiat percentage of any dis- 
tribution will be elutriated?  The analysis to this point 
has used a uniform graded particle but by plotting minimum 
fluidization and elutriation velocities versus particle 
sizes as in Figure 37» it is possible to predict if par- 
ticles of a given size will be carried out of the com- 
bustor.  For example, if the bed is fluidized for 
particles having a diameter of 10'^" m, then the model 
predicts particles having diameters roughly 10 m or 
smaller would he elutriated. 
The range of power input and output as a function of 
particle size is shown on Figure 38.     However, conbustor 
performance using mean particle sizes below 10 ^ m is not 
a viable option as illustrated by the next two figures. 
As the combustor is fluidized for smaller and smaller- 
particles (smaller than 10~^" m)  an increased proportion 
of the flow can be expected to occur within the boundary 
layers.  This fact is illustrated by Figure 39.  As air 
flow rate is increased from minimum fluidization to 
elutriation conditions, the effect of flow through the 
boundary layer can be expected to decline significantly. 
The swirl stability parameter in Figure I4.O indicates 
probable unstable operation for mean particle sizes less 
than 10"^ m with accompanying larger rotational power 
requirements than predicted by equation 150. 
The next four figures are concerned with the effect 
of combustor size from a small bench scale model to a 
mammoth 12 m diameter version.  This scaling was centered 
around the reference point geometry mentioned previously 
and done according to the formula: 
.55- 
= cons tnnt. ( 1 ,-> I 
ro2   r12   re2   X2 
Since the size of the combustor and hence the thi.cK'»33 
of the bed was changed, a separate curve for each cm- 
bustor is needed to relate rotational speed to effective 
gravity as is shown in Figure l|l.  The problem then 
arises as to the most efficient way of characterizing the 
data» obtained from such an experiment.  If a constant a/g 
ratio is chosen to be an independent variable, then the 
rotational speed must change and vice versa.  Therefore, 
two sets of graphs will be presented where 1) a/g = 25 
and 2) r/min = IO8.3 for each dependent variable. 
Figure l\.2  shows the relationship between pressure 
drops occurring  in the freeboard and bed regions at 
minimum fluidization and elutriation.  At the smaller 
combustor sizes, the assumption of a large bed pressure 
drop relative to the freeboard pressure drop is invalid 
except near minimum fluidization conditions.  The bed 
preesure drop increases with r0 much more quickly than 
the freeboard pressure drop principally because of the 
increase of bed thickness. 
Figures i±3 and ijij. show the variation in power input 
and output with combustor size.  Note that at the larger 
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sizes, the compression power rapidly npprchcr.^i   "IO 
thermal power output for the 108.3 r/min en si.  •'• ■<•'■■ 
in all caues, the rotational power is ne,;li.-iile cv .. ■■■ red 
with thermal output.  However, the compress!on puwfr is 
not insignificant in all cases. 
At larger comhustor siz-'is, the awirl stability 
parameter is greater than the required L/7T^ <C   .11; 
particularly at conditions approaching minimum fluiiiza- 
tion as illustrated by Figure lj.5>.  However, if normal 
operation were considered to te several times minimum 
fluidization, instability problems would disappear for 
both 108.3 r/min and a/g = 25. 
When examining the effect of bed thickness, it is 
necessary to construct a now family of rotational speed 
versus a/g curves as shown in Figure I4.6.  As in the 
previous case of geometric scaling, the evaluation of 
parameters can be done at either constant rotational 
speed (chosen as IO6.3 r/min) or constant effective 
gravity (chosen as a/g =25)'     There is a definite ad- 
vantage to increasing the bed thickness to provide larger 
gas residence times.  This, however, is done at the 
expense of larger bed pressure drops.  Figure )+7 shows 
the effect of a six fold increase in bed thickness on 
gas residence time.  Bed pressure drop is shown in 
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Figure J4.8.  The freeboard pressure drop either ror.<['.« 
the same or decreases slightly with increasing tod thick- 
ness.  As expected, the increase in bed pre«3'ire -Iron 
causes a large increase in compression power (Si  ;ura ij.w). 
There is no major* change in thermal or rotational powers 
with bed thickness. 
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k.   CONCLUSIONS. 
Thl3 two part study of a rotating fluidizad bed 
combustor predicts the air and coal handling requirtwrien ti 
necessary for a variety of operating conditions.  One 
coal produced by Oneida Mining Co. was used to construct 
a set of sample curves from which percent excess air and 
the air-fuel ratio could be obtained once the compressor 
pressure, operating temperature and steam-fuel or water- 
fuel ratio are specified for an adiabatic combustor. 
Then, Figures 1? through i+9 presented computed 
results based on a model formulated to explain the fluid 
mechanics of the rotating combustor for a set of sample 
design points.  The same sort of analysis is needed for 
a laboratory model whereby geometry is scaled small 
enough so that the compressor's volumetric flow-pressure 
curve meets the requirements of the teat section under- 
investigation. 
This study handles only incompressible flow analysis 
and, therefore, the gas exit velocity should be kept below 
•3 times the local sonic velocity.  The most critical 
parameters in this case are the l/r0 ratio ( which should 
be kept below 2) and the mass flow rate for a given gas 
exit radius.  Tn general, the core radius does not 
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become large enough at high flow rates to increase the 
gas exit velocity significantly. 
Operation at high rotational speed and effective 
gravity near the entrainment limit is not to be 
recommended for several reasons.  In any solid crushed 
foed stream, there will be a distribution of particle 
sizes unless extreme care is taken to remove the largest 
and smallest through extensive screening.  If a combustor 
is designed to operate using the mean particle size of 
crushed but unscreened coal near entrainment, this model 
predicts almost certain elutriation of the fines.  Exami- 
nation of Figure 37 may help clarify this point in the 
reader's mind. 
Secondly, it is very easy to push the gas exit 
velocity up into the compressible range at large rota- 
tional speeds where shock waves or gas dynamic choking 
may occur.  In addition, the pressure drops for these 
operating conditions become much larger requiring an 
increasing expenditure of energy to drive the compressor. 
Lastly, material and design problems will surely be 
compounded should a combustor operating at 1200° K become 
unbalanced when rotating at a high speed.  Strength of 
materials might be a serious problem indeed.  In general, 
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then,   operation   of   a   rotating   o.omhuntor   nt   a^virn 1   tlT^3 
minimum  fluidization  at  ft   relatively   amall   effoctlvo 
gravity  appears   to   La   the  moat  attractive   choice. 
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The present investigation was a necessary prelimi- 
nary step toward the design of a rotating fluidized Le:i 
combustor.  The groundwork has been laid for data acqui- 
sition to design and build cold models for studying 
practical aspects 3uch as solids feed systems and solids 
removal problems. 
Prom a cold laboratory model, the next logical step 
is to heat the test section to operating temperature by 
external combustion.  Here material and system behavior 
could be studied at elevated temperature and pressure 
without worrying about containment of burning coal.  If 
the previous experiments were successful, a hot fired 
test section could be built which would quantify 3ulfur 
removal and thermal capabilities for comparison against 
competing technology. 
However, several more preliminary theoretical 
studies should be conducted concerning: 
1) Overall plant efficiency at higher 
operating pressures. 
2) Quenching limits of coal by water and 
steam additives. 
3) Residence or contact time dependency on 
sulfur retention kinetics as 9 function 
-62- 
of   temperature   anl   particul^te   .surface 
area . 
-63- 
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TABLE   2        Enthalpy   fJ'ip-irture   of   Selected   3uh3t-'mc?i 
(H >j»   -   ^'{ , )      (from  reference   5) 
... 
Temperature ■ 
T °K 
Suba tance 
°2 H20 co2 N2 
200. -2 H56. -3 282. -3 379. -2 Of,3. 
298. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
300. 53- 63- 67. 53- 
400. 3 030. 3 454- 4 010. 2 972. 
500. 6 091. 6 924. 8 319. 5 914. 
600. 9 252. 10 503. 12 92)+. 8 896. 
700. 12 508. 14 192. 17 771. 11 943- 
800. 15 859. 18 001. 22 827. 15 055. 
900. 19 257. 21 936. 28 058. 18 232. 
1 000. 22 720. 25 993- 33 423. 21 471. 
1 144. 27 809. 32 100. 41 454. 26 260. 
1 200. 29 781. 3k  496. 1*4 510. 28 123. 
1 300. 33 370. 38 92k- 50 185. 31 519. 
1 14.00. 36 986. k3  471. 55  939. 34 956. 
1 500. 40 633- i+8 122. 61 749. 38 496. 
1 600. 44 303. 52  871+. 67 619. 41 926. 
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TAJ'LM 3  Ann ly ;ii :i <■>!'   JoyL'i I'M^ j in C'< loul-'. t, i ■  no 
nilnoi.'t   <U> 
(from,   re f nronco   17) 
Parameter  Measured AS-deceived Dry'"' 
Ultimate   Analysis 
12.91 _ Moisture 
Aah 10.55 12.^7 
Carbon 59.15 67.92 
Chlorine .10 .11 
Hydrogen 1+.28 U..91 
Nitrogen 1.01 1.16 
Oxygen 7.88 8.82 
Sulfur 14.. 01 I4.6I 
Proximate   Analysis 
Moisture 12.91 - 
Ash 10.86 12.k7 
Fixed  Carbon 14.0.69 14.6.72 
Volatile 35oi+ I4O.8I 
Higher Heating  Value 2k 978.   kj 28  682.   KJ 
Given as weight percentage except Higher Heating 
Value which has units kJ/kg. 
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Ohio Pit'.slur ,h #8 Senm Coal 
(from reference 1)4.) 
Paramo tor Mon;!ured ;\ H -.\eui'i ved Dry 
Ultimate Analysis 
Moisture - - 
Ash - 8.79 
Carbon 73.67 
Chlorine - 
" 
Hydrogen - 5.17 
Nitrogen - 1.3M- 
Oxyge n - 6.62 
Sulfur - k-kk 
Proximate Analysis 
Moisture 
Ash 
PHxed   Carbon 
Volatile 
Higher  Heating  Analysis 
3-3 
8.5 
U8.70 
39.50 
29  2:4.0.   kJ 
kg 
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On old a   f-'Lnir:,',   Co. 
(frcn  reference   IJ4. ) 
Parameter Measured As-Received Dry 
nitimate  Analysis 
Moisture 
Ash 
Carbon 
Chlorine 
Hydrogen 
Nitrogen 
Oxygen 
Sulfur 
Proximate  Analysis 
Moisture 
Ash 
Fixed   Carbon 
Volatile 
Higher Heating   Value 
3.50 
11.39 
59.51+ 
25.57 
11.81 
75-87 
U.72 
1.51 
3.13 
2.96 
31 832.   kJ 
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TAI LK   5     Hani;e   of   System   Operating   Conditions   Tor 
Figures   2   Through 9 
Heat   Hemoval   Rete 0   (adiak   ticj 
Compressor  Pressure   MPa   absolute .lOlij. 
.791 
1.136 
Bed  Temperature   °K 900  -  1300 
Water  Addition   kgIJon/ kg        - .0 
«2" coal ^ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Steam Addition   keH  0/k«coal «° 
2! 
3. 
5. 
Compressor Efficiency .852 
Water Inlet Temperature °K 298 
Steam Inlet Temperature  K 500 
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Figure  2       Air-fuel  and  excess  air  requirements   versus 
temperature   for  a  combustor  operating at   . 101H   V.PH 
with water addition. 
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Figure 3 Air-fuel and excess air requirements versus 
temperature for a combustor operating at J4I1.6 MPa with 
water addition. 
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Figure I4. Air-fue] nnd 0x0*33 air requirements wr;3i:j 
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temperature   for a   conbuator  operating at  1.136 MPa 
with water  addition. 
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Figure  6       Air-fuel  and  excess  air  requirements   versus 
temperature  for a   combustor .operating at   . UL'j.  MPa 
with steam addition. 
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Figure 7 Air-fuel and excess air requirements v^rs-.is 
temperature for a combustor operating at .U'4.6 "PH with 
steam addition. 
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Figure 8 kir-fuel and excess air requironents vnpsus 
temperature for a combuator operating at .791 HPa with 
steam addition. 
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Figure   9       Air-fuel and  excess  air  requirements   v*+rr?n«i 
temperature  for a   eorrbustor  operating at  1.136  MPa 
with  steam addition. 
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Figure 12   Control volume to be used for determina- 
tion of freeboard tangential velocity profile. 
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Figure. 13 Schematic of single particle used to cal- 
culate elutriation conditions within the control vol- 
ume and rotational horsepower requirements. 
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Figure 15   Control volume used to calculate 
residence time. 
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Figure 16  Exhaust mass flow and J as a function of 
swirl (Lewellen, 29). 
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Figure   21        Power   input  und   output   variation  v»i th 
operating   speed. 
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Figure 26  Variation in awirl stability parameter as 
a function of speed of rotation. 
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Figure   27       Variation   in   thermal  power  output  a a   a 
function  of  nondimen3ioriy 1 i zed   comlmstor  h^i^ht,. 
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Figure 29  Kxit ,-as velocity as a function of non 
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Figure   30       Variation   In   pressure   drop  as  a   function   of 
the   nondimensionaliz^d   coml. ustor height. 
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Figure 31   Variation in swirl stability parameter with 
nondimenaionalized combustor height. 
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Figure 32  Effect on power input and output with 
varying operating pressure. 
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Figure  3i+       Effect  of  awirl  stability parawter with 
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Figure 38  Effect of power input and output with 
varying particle size. 
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